
SPIRAL FREEZER
‘Self Stacker’

The unique full plastic self-stacking spiral freezer

BENEFITS

- Effective single pass horizontal airflow.

- Easy to clean as no belt support is required.

-  Compact, up to 50% more capacity within the  
same available height.

-  Lowest cost of ownership compared to other self 
stacker spiral freezers.

- No chains required to drive the belt.

-  Longer beltlife compared to stainless steel 
selfstacker belts. ICS Spiral Freezers BV

P.O. Box 8208, 3301 CE Dordrecht
Toermalijnring 1000, 3316 LC Dordrecht
The Netherlands

T +31 (0)78-6732633
E info@ics-spiralfreezers.nl 
I www.ics-spiralfreezers.nl

SPIRAL 
‘AMBIENT’ COOLER

SPIRAL PROOFER

SPIRAL FREEZER

CLEANING
IN-PLACE



For sure the most 

compact spiral 

freezer on the

market with an

effective single

pass horizontal 

airflow.

Well sanitary designed,

 robust construction and

 experience-selected

quality materials are

 the features that

provide a reliable,

trouble free solution.

Easy to clean and ideal hygienic conditions as no belt support

is required. Compared to traditional build spiral freezers

we can create up to 50% more capacity within the

same available height.
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